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Abstract

I give an explanation for why negros are more spiritual,“lazy”, strong
and clever than white people are.

1 Introduction.

I give a rational explanation, from elementary physics, why Africans are
black from the point of view of survival. Next, I explain the ramifications;
that is why they are lazy during the day, more spiritual by nature and more
intelligent in a way than white people are. This is not in contradiction
with the fact that white people had more success and it is explained why
black people with a white education could be the next generation of world
leaders.

2 The physics behind it all.

White and black are colours but they are not pure, it means they do not
have a definite wavelength; rather, they constitute a particular statistical
mixture of different wavelengths in the visible spectrum. The reason why
the mixture is such and such is explained by Fermi and Bose statistics
as well as elementary thermodynamics using the principle of maximal en-
tropy of a gas or plasma at a given temperature. Black body radiation has
a peak in the deep infrared, wheras white is higher peaked and therefore
corresponds to higher average energies. This means that black people lose
and radiate an electromagnetic density matrix with higher entropy than
the light which has fallen in, which means that the entropy of the environ-
ment raises quite substantially suggesting the entropy of the negro lowers
(but less than the entropy increasement of the environment). This means
that the internal, unstructured, energy of the black person lowers during
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the day, under influence of the sun, and that he becomes more structured
or lucid. According to me, this state of higher information makes him
spiritually more energized while physically less since internal energy is
like gazoline for the muscles. To survive therefore, and engage in a fight
if necessary, he or she needs to be able to develop higher muscle power
during a very short time since the endurance and therefore total amount
of internal energy is less. Hence, black people are more muscular, which
is associated to higher testosterone and a larger penis from the male side.
They are like catlike predators, lightly sleeping during the day and fully
awake in the evening. Hence, spiritual people love the sun, it is good for
their brain but it makes them physically inept.

White people on the other hand also gain a bit of information in the
sun but much less so, which makes them more active and explains why
never a negro has won the tour de france or a tennis tournament like the
australian open. They are, on the other hand, the champions of body-
building and 100 meter running as generations of Jamaicans have proven.
So white people are less spiritual unless they are on coke or cannabis.
Clearly, white, primitive people living in Africa would be whiped out by
the natural predators due to lack of muscle power. So why are white peo-
ple living far away from the equator less muscular? It is clear they are less
spiritual, but their whiteness must have had another explanation. Indeed,
people living far from the equator generally have cold nights which would
make them weak, even if they were black and therefore they have to live
optimally during the day which explains their whiteness even if they were
initially black. Indeed, they have to eat and provide for it, something
which requires physical effort and black people would in general be too
lazy to cultivate the land and go for hunting. Instead, they do this in the
early morning or late evening and perhaps even at night whereas most
of them rest during the day. Given that white people are more physical
and mechanical workers, science and the development of equipment natu-
rally flourishes there more, not even mentioning the abundance of natural
means due to the presence of forests and meadows to do so. One can see
the ultimate culmination of this simple reasoning in the old Egypt where
African strength and intelligence meets northern craftmanship. Belgians
and even Britons were monkeys compared to the level of ingenuity dis-
played there at that time which really indicates that black intellectual
potential is higher on average than the white one. Brown people are the
future and were the past! This also explains why vikings and northern
people are in general much more primitive, violent, mechanical and re-
ligious. Indeed, someone who lives in the spiritual world does not need
to go to church in order to meet God, he or she experiences spiritual in-
fluence every day. On the other hand, church may serve as a means for
black people to tame the spirits and therefore doing exactly the opposite
as for white people. This is easily seen by the fact that the catholic church
sells badly for negros while the baptist and evangelical churches do well.
Northern people need extrastrong catholicism and a lot of opoide prod-
ucts, as evidenced by the lutherian churches. In the middle is Buddhism
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which is the religion of the brown people.

Finally, there are the asian who are yellow. Now yellow is a pure wave-
length so Chinese are immune to the sun, they can live everywhere. By
nature, they are even more mechanical than white people are and indeed
Chinese people are known as rigid, hard working and pretty group or-
ganized. They are not as intelligent than our Marrocan, Algerian and
Egyptian friends; their culture booms with opoid products distributed
by the emperor who was probably of mixed Azian-African etnicity and
wanted his people to become more spiritual. Such mixed etnicity comes
with the Japanese who are yellow-brown and have a richer culture than
the Chinese and a philosophy close to Buddhism but with an increased
opium intake. So, all these features are simply explained by bachelor
grade physics which underscores the point I try to make for years, which
is that everyone needs to have a deep understanding of the basic laws of
nature.
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